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Foreward

We must start by thanking all BCHA’s staff and partners for the work that went in to 
the delivery of our previous business plan and an additional thank you to everyone 
who has continued to demonstrate such professionalism and commitment during the 
current COVID 19 pandemic. Many have gone that extra mile to ensure customers 
are safe, well and engaged during lockdown. Thank you.

Every three years, we take stock of progress and re-assess our current operating 
environment, future challenges and opportunities and revise our plan. This document 
outlines what we will seek to achieve between 2020 and 2025 by collaborating to 
inspire change. 

We began the process of review with a series of staff engagement sessions in the 
autumn of 2019 very well facilitated by Alan Lawrie of Mellor & Lawrie Management 
Consultancy, who also then led sessions with the SLT and the BCHA Board.  The 
pictures in the covers of this document illustrate some of the ideas that staff and the 
Board envisioned as potential futures for the organisation over coming years. These 
ideas were shaped with further discussion and input from the Board over the early 
part of 2020.

This latest Business Plan 2020-25 sets out a strengthening and deepening of what 
BCHA does best – helping some of the most vulnerable people in our communities to 
regain hope for their futures through tailored support for housing, health, learning and 
work. We want to see an end to homelessness and people with a safe and secure 
affordable home and as independent as possible.

With the onset of the coronavirus pandemic in March 2020, this Business Plan has 
had to temper some of its ambition with the realities, challenges and uncertainties 
now presented as we face potentially significant and enduring social and economic 
changes.

BCHA is a values based, purpose driven organisation and this has been 
demonstrated again through the resilience of all our colleagues. This plan sets out 
how BCHA will evolve over the coming 5 years. Drawing on our mission, vision, 
values and culture, alongside the key drivers and needs in our communities, we 
will focus on four themes: customer focus, homes of choice, working together, and 
growth. We will foster a culture of transformation, enable agile working, develop 
a quality framework, build smarter homes and become a landlord of choice. We 
will provide support beyond housing whilst creating affordable and sustainable 
housing solutions. We will raise our profile to influence others and build on the social 

dividend of increased public concern for those in need and contribute to the national 
momentum seeking to end homelessness.  

What has been clearly identified from the Government response to the pandemic is 
that, with the right focus, it is possible to end rough sleeping in the short term and 
move towards ending homelessness. It has highlighted once again the desperate 
need for more social and affordable housing along with ring-fenced funding to support 
people move forward in their lives. Sadly, there will be no shortage of demand for 
the services and homes that BCHA provides. The COVID pandemic has ushered in 
a new normal and we will need to continue to be a solutions focused organisation. 
By collaborating with customers, residents and partners we can inspire change and 
contribute to the ending of homelessness. 

Our business plan will now operate in the context of the social and economic 
recovery from the Government-imposed lockdown and further ramifications of the 
pandemic. We must push forward to ensure that the opportunities presented by this 
are captured and turned in to better outcomes for our customers. 

Despite these unprecedented challenges, we must all stay focused and collaborate 
to inspire the change needed to achieve our vision of building better lives, better 
homes and better communities. Each year we will produce an annual plan to achieve 
the listed goals.

CEO, Martin HancockChairman, Michael Wood

June 2020
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Mission

Our mission is to help people take control 
of their own lives. Wherever people feel 
vulnerable or don’t know where to turn, 
we equip them to find a way forward by 
offering the highest standards of support 
for housing, health, learning and work.

Vision

Our vision for the next five years continues 
that of the previous business plan:
“Working together: Building better lives, 
better homes and better communities.”

Values

1. Personal integrity

2. The importance of every individual

3. Outstanding service to people

4. The importance of working together

5. Professional competence

Culture

The following cultural principles, as stated 
in our Risk Management Policy, are also 
key drivers for colleagues across the 
organisation. These amplify our mission 
and organisational values:

• Honesty, openness and ownership
• Innovation and learning from experience
• Collaboration to drive performance, 

manage risk and achieve success
• Compassion, care and responsive 

service to our customers
• Being an employer of choice
• Delivering value for money for our 

customers, funders and the wider 
society

• Championing social and environmental 
issues of relevance to our work

• Compliance with the law and regulatory 
obligations

Customer Engagement

Providing homes and services that are 
relevant, accessible and meet the needs 
of customers is important to BCHA. As 
such, the shaping of our action plans for 
the goals will require some degree of active 
customer engagement. An increase in 
customer engagement with our work is a 
central thread throughout this 2020-2025 
business plan.

Key Drivers

The following drivers are critical to the success of the business plan and 
need to be embedded at all levels of the organisation.

• REMEMBERING OUR PURPOSE – recognising the importance of 
every individual, we must focus on great customer engagement and 
service, customer care and good outcomes.

• BEING “SMART” – deploying technology for the maximum benefit of 
customers, colleagues, homes and the wider community.

• PROVIDING MORE HOMES – continuing with the current business 
plan target to 2022 and then continue developing homes for rent and 
sale for the next 5 years beyond that.

• PROVIDING PEOPLE-CENTRED SERVICES – continuing our 
work, subject to funding opportunities, in tackling homelessness and 
supporting our communities with health, employability and social care 
offers with a focus on early intervention, service quality and good 
customer outcomes.

• TEAMWORKING – tying the other drivers together by working better 
across departmental boundaries and with partner agencies; using 
evidence and good practice to campaign for our customers’ interests.

These drivers can be grouped into four over-arching themes to shape our 
business plan:

• CUSTOMER FOCUS
• HOMES OF CHOICE
• WORKING TOGETHER
• BUSINESS GROWTH

A full financial plan and risk assessment accompanies this business plan.

Mission, Vision, Values and Culture
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BUSINESS PLAN 2020-25 ON A PAGE

FOUNDATIONS ORGANISATIONAL GOALS

Our Mission Customer Focus Key Challenges

To help people take control of their own 
lives. Wherever people feel vulnerable 
or don’t know where to turn, we equip 
them to find a way forward by offering the 
highest standards of support for housing, 
health, learning and work.

1. Develop an accessible digital customer portal

2. Developing and inspiring change

3. Becoming a landlord of choice

• Government policy & priorities
• Economic downturn (COVID-19)
• Housing market
• Labour market/turnover
• Climate change
• Technological advances
• Demographic and societal change

Our Core Values Homes of Choice Key Organisation-wide Strategies

Personal integrity

The importance of every individual

Outstanding service to people

The importance of working together

Professional competence

4. Creating safe and comfortable homes

5. Creating smart buildings

6. Developing affordable and sustainable homes

• Customer Engagement Strategy
• Asset Management Strategy
• Care & Support Strategy
• Development Strategy
• Digital Strategy
• People Strategy
• Communications Strategy
• Treasury Strategy

Our Vision Working Together

Working together – building 
better homes, better lives, 
better communities

7. Working as agile teams

8. Raising our profile to influence

What We Do Best Growth 2025 Measures of Success

Providing a range of opportunities for  
people in need

Going the extra mile/Not giving up

Dedication and Commitment

9. Owning more homes

10. Ending homelessness

11. Providing support around health, wellbeing and skills

12. Reinvestment possibilities created by commercial offers

• Customer Satisfaction
• Planned & Compliance Programs
• Customer Outcomes & Quality
• Stock Growth
• Commercial Revenue
• EPC & CO2 Stock Rating
• Operating Margin



CUSTOMER FOCUS THEME

GOAL 1: Developing an accessible digital customer portal

SENIOR LEAD(S) Director of Change Transformation & Growth assisted by Director of Customer, Homes & 
Tenancy

SUBSIDIARY INVOLVEMENT Salisbury Trust for the Homeless

RATIONALE More people choose to self-serve and transact online;
Self-serve options are efficient/cost-effective.

AIMS 1. Provide choice for customers on how to engage with BCHA.

2. Increase data for effective needs assessment, decision-making and strategic direction.

3. Better utilisation of resources to focus time with and improve outcomes for customers 
(inc. those digitally excluded).

CURRENT POSITION Several organisation-wide databases with development capacity but limited on-line service 
offer for customers

5 YEAR OUTCOME(S) PROJECT NEEDS METRIC(S)

Increased customer satisfaction 
with BCHA engagement;
Information used to inform and 
influence commissioners and 
government.

Major cross-departmental project requiring 
significant planning and specification and 
new investment needed over course of 
the plan.

5-year investment of £200k assumed in 
Financial Plan.

Most customers transact online;
High user experience rating.
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GOAL 2: Developing & Inspiring change

SENIOR LEAD(S) Director of Homelessness, Health & Wellbeing assisted by Director of Customer, Homes & 
Tenancy

SUBSIDIARY INVOLVEMENT Salisbury Trust for the Homeless; Recoop

RATIONALE Tenancy-related and community support services need to deliver good outcomes for 
customers and funders in line with good practice models such as Psychologically Informed 
Environments and Trauma Informed Care

AIMS 1. Services built on evidence-based practice.

2. Quality assurance and outcomes consistent across all customer support services.

3. Services co-produced with customers.

CURRENT POSITION Inconsistent use of evidence-based practice; performance is not consistent nor well 
understood, monitored, reviewed or benchmarked.

5 YEAR OUTCOME(S) PROJECT NEEDS METRIC(S)

Effective Quality Framework in 
operation;

Evaluation studies drive service 
effectiveness;

Accredited training package for staff;

Commercial offer from Quality 
Framework.

Moderate scale project to devise and embed 
Quality Framework and monitoring processes;

New investment will be required for some 
buildings (unless disposal better) - £200k 
assumed over 5 years in Financial Plan;

Spend on evaluation studies and consultancy 
will be required from time to time;

Good outcomes for customers;

High satisfaction with services;

Good Commissioner feedback.
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GOAL 3: Becoming a landlord of choice

SENIOR LEAD(S) Director of Customer, Homes & Tenancy

SUBSIDIARY INVOLVEMENT Salisbury Trust for the Homeless

RATIONALE Greater public and political focus on performance of social landlords; Social Media, Housing 
White Paper, NHF Together with Tenants Code, Regulator of Social Housing VFM Standard

AIMS 1. Clarify what makes a “good landlord” and become accountable to customers on these 
principles.

2. Staff appreciate they must make every contact count with customers.

3. Staff offer choices to customer wherever possible and view the customer as a “whole 
person” in providing services.

CURRENT POSITION Good commitment from staff to customers but processes not as customer-friendly as should be.

5 YEAR OUTCOME(S) PROJECT NEEDS METRIC(S)

Increased customer satisfaction 
and trust;

Increased customer engagement.

Moderate scale project requiring dialogue 
with customers and staff to agree and 
embed set of service principles and processes;

£125k new investment over 5 years 
assumed in Financial Plan.

90% customer satisfaction with transaction;
High Net Promoter Score;

Evident co-production/co-design of services.
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HOMES OF CHOICE THEME

GOAL 4: Creating safe and comfortable homes

SENIOR LEAD(S) Director of Customer, Homes & Tenancy

SUBSIDIARY INVOLVEMENT Salisbury Trust for the Homeless

RATIONALE Efficient long term use of property assets which conform to Regulator of Social Housing VFM 
and Home Standards and address new requirements on building safety

AIMS 1. Provide fit-for-purpose homes for current and future customers.

2. Conform with landlord safety legislation. 

3. Focus on long term rather than reactive maintenance subject to desirable return on 
investment.         

CURRENT POSITION Stock condition data not yet complete; robust safety compliance programme; annual 
investment programme.

5 YEAR OUTCOME(S) PROJECT NEEDS METRIC(S)

Effective compliance programme;

Effective planned maintenance 
programme;

Efficient repairs service;

Regular asset option appraisal.

Annual and 5 year planned maintenance 
programmes based on stock condition 
priorities;

Existing budget investment estimated at 
£1m pa in Financial Plan.

High customer satisfaction with home;

Efficient repair end to end times;

Full legal compliance;

Investment programme completed each 
year.
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GOAL 5: Creating smart buildings

SENIOR LEAD(S) Director of Customer, Homes & Tenancy assisted by Director of Change,Transformation & Growth

SUBSIDIARY INVOLVEMENT Salisbury Trust for the Homeless

RATIONALE Embracing technological advances in building maintenance and Internet of Things

AIMS 1. Provide a more efficient use of BCHA resources.

2. Achieve better outcomes for customers.

3. Empower customers to manage own home living.

4. Contribute to tackling fuel poverty.

5. Contribute towards reducing impact of climate change in our region.

CURRENT POSITION Some remote monitoring devices installed to diagnose issues more effectively and trigger 
remedial action.

5 YEAR OUTCOME(S) PROJECT NEEDS METRIC(S)

Customer led design and 
implementation of changes;

Increased number of homes have 
smart devices;

Automated fault diagnosis;

Early interventions for wellbeing of 
customers with vulnerabilities.

Moderate scale project which will be 
evaluated on the basis of pilots and widened 
incrementally each year where there are 
clear benefits and returns on investment;

£250k new investment assumed over 5 
years in Financial Plan.

High level of customer satisfaction with home;

Reduced staff time and travel to fix issues;

Early support interventions;

Affordable service charges.
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GOAL 6: Developing affordable and sustainable Homes

SENIOR LEAD(S) Director of Finance & Corporate Resources assisted by Director Customer, Homes & Tenancy

SUBSIDIARY INVOLVEMENT Salisbury Trust for the Homeless

RATIONALE Government’s 2050 Carbon Commitment and Industry Strategy; Draft Future Homes 
Standard and trends in LA Planning and Commissioning policies; Housing Futures SW.

AIMS 1. Reduce running costs of homes for customers.

2. Contribute towards reducing impact of climate change in our region.

CURRENT POSITION Some renewable energy provision (solar panels), new build to required eco-standards with 
additional features in some developments.

5 YEAR OUTCOME(S) PROJECT NEEDS METRIC(S)

Homes and offices are affordable 
to heat;

Old (fossil fuel) technology steadily 
phased out;

Contribution to LA strategy.

Moderate scale project limited to new build 
and major refurbishments;

Total scheme costs and feasibility studies 
factor in new standards;

£500k new investment assumed over 5 
years in Financial Plan.

100% of homes at EPC and CO2 emission 
level C;

Reduced impact of fuel poverty for our 
customers.
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WORKING TOGETHER THEME

GOAL 7: Working as agile teams

SENIOR LEAD(S) Director of Change, Transformation & Growth assisted by Director Finance & Corporate Resources

SUBSIDIARY INVOLVEMENT Salisbury Trust for the Homeless; Recoop; New Leaf Co.

RATIONALE Technology available to improve ways of working; coronavirus pandemic driving social and 
business change

AIMS 1. Staff are able to work comfortably and effectively from a range of environments and 
collaborate effectively across the organisation.

2. Staff feel empowered, informed and engaged.

3. BCHA is able to manage resources and buildings efficiently.

4. Customers achieve better outcomes.

 CURRENT POSITION Smartdesk allows logging on from any location; increasing use of Microsoft Teams and Zoom 
but many staff will not be adept users at this stage and some have minimal access.

5 YEAR OUTCOME(S) PROJECT NEEDS METRIC(S)

Fully mobile and flexible workforce;
Office assets optimised;

Good staff communications and 
engagement.

Moderate level project to build on system 
already in use but investment in training and 
devices as well as office re-configuration 
will be required;

£200k new investment assumed over 5 
years in Financial Plan.

High staff satisfaction levels;

High customer satisfaction;

Smart working – reduced travel and 
meeting costs;
Collaborative project work;
Good performance and customer outcomes.
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GOAL 8: Raising our profile to influence

SENIOR LEAD(S) Director of Change, Transformation & Growth

SUBSIDIARY INVOLVEMENT Salisbury Trust for the Homeless; Recoop; New Leaf Co

RATIONALE Government policy should be developed with full understanding of issues affecting people 
who are homeless;
Commissioners often have funds for pilot research;
Commissioning becomes based on what really works;
Support work of national bodies like Homeless Link, Crisis and National Housing Federation

AIMS 1. BCHA contributes to ending of homelessness.

2. BCHA better known as an organisation which tackles homelessness and social need.

CURRENT POSITION Members of NHF, Homeless Link and Crisis and signed up to campaigns such as Homes for 
Cathy. Developing relationships with new Dorset Councils; Part of Plymouth Alliance; New 
Comms & Campaigns lead recruited; mixed relationships with national partners, trusts and 
foundations.

5 YEAR OUTCOME(S) PROJECT NEEDS METRIC(S)

Staff and Board feel engaged with 
influencing strategy;

Staff and customers contribute to 
stories about key issues;

BCHA profile raised regionally 
and nationally.

Ongoing goal within existing budgets 
although small investment in campaigns 
from time to time;

Some website investment may be required 
to achieve aims above.

Articles in variety of media;

Improved relationships with funders;

Strong brand recognition;

Improved staff recruitment and retention.
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GROWTH THEME

GOAL 9: Owning more homes

SENIOR LEAD(S) Director of Finance & Corporate Resources

SUBSIDIARY INVOLVEMENT Salisbury Trust for the Homeless

RATIONALE Owning assets strengthens balance sheet; increasing homes in ownership contributes to 
meeting local housing needs (identified in LA Housing/Homelessness strategies).

AIMS 1. To build/acquire appropriate accommodation for low cost rent & home ownership to 
people in need.

2. To make a contribution to increasing the supply of social homes to support local 
authorities meet their strategic objectives.

3. To develop homes which meet the longer term needs of those moving on from 
supported housing.

CURRENT POSITION Favourable performance on % new supply (RSH VFM Metric); Strong development pipeline 
for next 2 years; successful access to loan facilities to fund activity.

5 YEAR OUTCOME(S) PROJECT NEEDS METRIC(S)

New acquisitions meet Inspiring 
Change and Homes of Choice goals;

Increase in stock holding and 
homes in ownership.

Ongoing development activity funded by 
Homes England or other grants and private 
loan finance;

Other funding options may be also available.

New acquisitions;

Gearing and interest cover in line 
with covenants;

More permanent accommodation in 
portfolio.
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GOAL 10: Ending homelessness

SENIOR LEAD(S) Director of Homelessness, Health & Wellbeing

SUBSIDIARY INVOLVEMENT Salisbury Trust for the Homeless

RATIONALE Contributes to meeting local housing needs (identified in LA Housing/Homelessness 
strategies); Supports work of Homeless Link, Crisis and National Housing Federation.

AIMS 1. Services established which contribute towards early intervention and prevention of 
homelessness and resettlement into appropriate and supportive longer term solutions.

2. Sustainable services delivered which achieve good outcomes for customers.

CURRENT POSITION Assist LA’s with meeting housing need for long term accommodation and provide services 
under contract to support maintenance of tenancies or resettlement. Services in Plymouth 
and Exeter especially are multi-agency hubs for those who are single and homeless.

5 YEAR OUTCOME(S) PROJECT NEEDS METRIC(S)

Proactive approaches for 
funding solutions;

Successful competition against 
larger providers in the market;

Diverse range of services aligned 
to BCHA goals.

Ongoing business development activity 
looking to secure pilot, grant and contract 
funding (or other means).

Customer centred approach;

Good customer outcomes;

“Own front door” accommodation for 
customers moving on.
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GOAL 11: Providing support around health, wellbeing and skills

SENIOR LEAD(S) Director of Homelessness, Health & Wellbeing

SUBSIDIARY INVOLVEMENT Recoop

RATIONALE Contributes to meeting wider local needs – including mental & physical health, domestic 
abuse, unemployment.

AIMS 1. Sustainable services delivered focused on outcomes for customers.

2. Measureable contribution to wider social needs.

CURRENT POSITION Provide number of community support services for those with mental health diagnosis 
and experience of providing hospital discharge services; Provided employability and skills 
services for many years in Bournemouth area.

5 YEAR OUTCOME(S) PROJECT NEEDS METRIC(S)

Range of services provided to 
improve health, wellbeing and skills 
outcomes for customers;

Bidding and tendering informed by 
evaluated data.

Ongoing business development activity 
looking to secure pilot, grant and contract 
funding (or other means).

Customer and funder outcomes met;

Effectiveness of service models evaluated 
and understood;

Services meet financial contribution targets.
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GOAL 12: Reinvestment possibilities created by commercial offers

SENIOR LEAD(S) Director of Change, Transformation & Growth assisted by
Director of Homelessness, Health & Wellbeing

SUBSIDIARY INVOLVEMENT Recoop; New Leaf Co

RATIONALE Enables sharing of good practice and use of BCHA expertise for benefit of wider community.

AIMS 1. Contributions to the diversification and sustainability of income streams.

2. Optimisation of the utilisation of BCHA products and services.

3. Improvement in services for people who are vulnerable across the region.

4. BCHA seen as good practice lead in homelessness, support and employability.

CURRENT POSITION Some commercial offers – Recoop practice models for supporting older offenders; spot 
purchasing of supported housing bedspaces; desk hire and conferencing (Factory) and 
responsive maintenance service to other landlords.

5 YEAR OUTCOME(S) PROJECT NEEDS METRIC(S)

Sustainable level of income 
achieved to reinvest in front line 
services.

Value-added project which flows from 
achievement of other business plan goals;

Investment for marketing will be required for 
identified products and services.

Commercial income generated;

Reinvestment outcomes achieved.
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Find a way forward. bcha.org.uk

Bournemouth Churches Housing Association Limited is a charitable registered 
society under the Co-operative and Community Benefit Societies Act 2014, 
registered with the Financial Conduct Authority No. 18497R and with the Homes 
and Communities Agency No. LH0155.Registered office: St. Swithuns House, 21 
Christchurch Road, Bournemouth, Dorset, BH1 3NS.


